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About This Game

Join the super-powerful undisputed goddess, Chou-Chou, as she continues her quest to conquer the twelve Zodiac worlds and
make everyone and everything her peon.

Created by Compile Heart, the developers of Fairy Fencer F and the Agarest and HyperDimension Neptunia series , Mugen Souls
Z features free-roaming world maps and a brilliantly flexible turn-based battle system. With the ability to do billions of hit

points worth of damage, a level cap of 9999 and some brilliant anime-style artwork, Mugen Souls Z is a game that will satisfy
even the most hardcore JRPG player.

Twelve worlds corresponding to the signs of the zodiac were created long ago by the ultimate gods and now a certain “something”
capable of destroying each of the worlds is preparing to awaken from a long sleep.

Chou-Chou and the gang return in this brand-new S-RPG sequel with a new story and even cuter, super-powerful, godly action and
adventure! But this time, after her curiosity gets the better of her, Lady Chou-Chou must rely on the abilities of an all-new ultimate

goddess, Syrma, as she tries to stop this ancient threat to her world that has recently awakened.

‘Chouchers’ must teach this newbie how to become all-powerful, before dealing with a colourful new cast of frenemies, as well as a
host of favourites from the first game in the series.

Can Syrma work together with Chou-Chou and her motley crew of peons and shampurus to save the twelve worlds from the
unknown and ancient “something” that threatens to consume everything in the universe? Join them for 9,999 levels of power

levelling, brutal battles and awesome antics to find out!
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•Tactical 3D battles featuring turn-based combat, dozens of unique skills and game-changing crystals

•Explore expansive worlds, defeat dangerous enemies and expand your party using your unstoppable charm and superior skills!

•Charm your enemies into doing your bidding! Transform monsters into ‘Shampurus’ to power up your spacefaring G-Castle!

•Create your own ‘Peons’, boost their skills and fuse your creations to create the ultimate party!

•The Mugen Field returns! Featuring stacks of challenges and near-infinite levelling possibilities!

•Featuring full mouse and keyboard support, gamepad support, Steam achievements, User Interface and other graphical
enhancements!

Plus, here’s a list of all the DLC bundles available on release, absolutely free:

Starter Clothing Bundle
Includes: Exciting Coordination, Thrilling Coordination, Merry Coordination, Jolly Coordination, Black Servant Set, Vert’s

Delusional Sisters Costume Set, Overwhelming Game’s Triple Goddess Costume Set.

Ultimate God Supply Bundle
Includes: Ultimate God Supply Pack 1, Ultimate God Supply Pack 2, Ultimate God Supply Pack 3, Ultimate God Supply Pack

4.

Jiggly Co. Equipment Bundle 1
Includes: Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 1, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 2, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 3,

Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 4, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 5, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 6.

Jiggly Co. Equipment Bundle 2
Includes: Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 7, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 8, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 9, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack

10, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 11, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 12, Jiggly Co. Equipment Pack 13.

Starter G-Up Bundle
Includes: Overwhelming G-Up Pack 1, Overwhelming G-Up Pack 2.

Starter Ticket Bundle
Includes: Overwhelming Ticket Set.

Battle Bundle 1
Includes: Electrocution Battle, Jiggly Shampoo Battle, Wild Witch Battle, Smoky Battle.

Battle Bundle 2
Includes: Undisputed Ragnarok, The 1st Ultimate War, The 2nd Ultimate War, The 3rd Ultimate War.

Starter Point Pack Bundle
Includes: Overwhelming Point Pack 1, Overwhelming Point Pack 2.
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Title: Mugen Souls Z
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 512Mb RAM and support for v3 shaders

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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Having it hard to control the fangirling moment when I saw a picture Rinka, Miharu, and Mao together (it's not in the game).
YEAH ROCKS!
. Solid Idle game. You can go fully idle, unlike most of the other "idle" games.. Veni, Vidi ,Vici. The UI in this game quite
frankly makes the game utterly horrible to play. The voice acting is beyond hilarious and the movement just feels strange..
Where's the mouse sensitivity slider? How can you not have one?

This game MIGHT (big emphasis on might) be enjoyable if the devs actually put effort into the UI, sounds and general feel..
More expensive than a real tacos.
Worth it anyway.. I probably should have read what the dlc contained instead of buying it so blindly, not worth an extra dollar,
the game was okay though
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i love the concept of this game, but i´d like the gameplay alot more if i could actually move around with the controller.. Jump in
the box. Awesome game!. I hardly write reviews but this game really needs some promotion and can't go left unsaid. The story
starts sweet as they are young and exploring but soon throws you into choices that leave you thinking. I won't go into further
detail as you should go in as blind as possible.

The different endings depending on your choice are nicely fleshed out, worth to go through them. Certainly some of them threw
a curveball, which was a pleasant surprise. My first playthrough was about 6 hours long, I think I'm a medium speed reader, and
I finished the other endings in another 2 hours. You can skip the text automatically if you've already are familiar with the lines
and it will stop whenever you stumble upon unread lines. Also the skip speed is really nice.

Even if this Visual Novel isn't voiced the music is very ambient and amazingly fitting to every scene. What I found a nice little
touch that whenever a part played out in the rain it would have rain sound for a few second and then it would diminish, which
didn't leave you with constant repeating rain noise in the background. It was enough to get my attention to "hey, rain" and then
not bother me anymore through repeat. It's appreciated they made the effort in little noises to create more immersion.

I would highly recommend this Visual Novel to friends. Maybe not to people who are starting out with Visual Novels as it deals
with heavy themes and absolutely don't sugar coat them. (Which I highly appreciate, too little VNs of this caliber story.)
Absolutely worth my money I enjoyed playing through it.. It's a good adaptation of the novella, but some of the changes are just
baffling and don't work. I recommend it, but it'd be best to have a copy of the original source material at hand.

Needs some work on the technical side, too. Returning from pausing the game will sometimes proceed the text, and because you
can't read any prior text like in most modern VNs, you will find yourself quite confused.. There is incredible value in this DLC.
Martyr is literally the best card in the game and you get over 3x your money's worth when it's on sale without even taking into
account the awesome cosmetics! (Dragon's Peak battlefield is badass) If you have the spare cash and want to support some
deserving devs, definitely invest in this bundle.. More than it says on the tin. Play whenever you have a couple of hours to spare.
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